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1
ON A GENERAL CLASS OF SERIES Off THE FORM c c^gfnx) . *
INTRODUCTION
In a series of memoirs, *» Camiichael has treated the theory
of an extensive class of series of the form
JL X. (x) = c^g(x-f- n)
where the coefficients o n are independent of x and g(x) is a given
function of x subject mainly to restrictions involving its
asymptotic character in a given sector. Thi3 class of series in-
cludes factorial series and an immediate transform of power series
as well a3 other series of far-reaching importance. They give
rise also to what appears to be the fundamental expansion problem
of the theory of difference equations*
To be associated with the foregoing series, on account of
certain common properties, is another class also intimately connect-
ed with functions defined by difference equations, manely the series
(1) °P (x) m c +^E c^g(nx)
,
where the coefficients c
,
c,
,
cx , are independent of x and
where g(x) i3 a single-valued function of the complex variable x
having the asymptotic character
(2) g(x) X X y + -jz 4 /
which is to be valid for x approaching infinity in 3orne sector V
bounded by two rays extending from zero to infinity. Here P(x)
and Q(x) are polynomials in x which we write in the form
•Presented to the American Mathematical Society at St .Louis
December 31,4-919.
•* Transactions American Mathematical Society 17(1916): 207-
232; Bulletin American Mathematical Society (2) 23 (1917): 407-425;
American journal of Mathematics 39 (1917) : 385-403; 4q (1918 ): 113-126.

P(x) = /a tp
% x+fi%x + ....^yuAx^, fiA ^0 if k>0,
Q(x)-«( -Hx+^x2"* ....-H^x^ oc^O if m>0.
Thruout this paper we shall let cr denote ory*^ and denote
m or k according as m is or is not greater than k. We shall ex-
clude the case in which k « m = 0. In relation (2) a,, a 4 , a3 , • • • •
are constants. (For a large part of the paper our results will be
true if we consider a,
,
a^, a3 ,...» as functions of^-, where -0"
is the argument of x which is limited to the sector V.) The
sector V associated with relation (2) is that part of the comp^ex^
in which
^ -o- s &z
where -0) and "0^. are the values of the arguments of the bounding
rays. Here A and "^i. may be equal, in which case the sector V
reduces to a single ray from zero to infinity. The sector V will
be the entire plane when - and 4h* = 2.7J,
We shall understand by the asymptotic relation (2) that it
is an abbreviation for the infinite sequence of limits
lim *
SjgU)x- RjV - (/+i' + f£,----+ff)j^9 0,1,2,
where the limit is taken for x approaching infinity along a ray
in the sector V.
A value of x, either outside the sector V, or a value of x,
in V, for which any one of the functions g(nx) , n =1,2,3,
,
has a singularity will be called an exceptional value for the
series *lVQ . Thi3 point x will be referred to as an exceptional
point for the series We shall include among the exception-
al points in case g(0) « <)• All other values of x will be called
non- exceptional values for the series TV). Such points will be

3
called non- exceptional points for the series iaiO- In order to
avoid cases not useful for our purpose we shall assume that there
is a domain in the sector V containing no exceptional points for
the seriesS^OO. This may he a one or a two dimensional domain,
the former case arising If we consider a single ray in the sector V.
That there exists an extensive and easily accessible class
of functions g(x) is brought out in the introduction to Carraichael'
s
memoir in the Transactions of the American Mathematical Society
and in his paper in the Bulletin of the American mathematical
Society,
In section 1 is developed the character of the region of
convergence and of absolute convergence of the s eri es HPck) . In
section 2 regions of uniform convergence are determined* In
section 3 we determine the character as to convergence of every
point on the boundary of the region of convergence, with the
exception of an isolated 3et of points under very restricted con-
ditions. We find that the boundary of the region of convergence
is divided into segments by definitely determined points such that
as we pass along the boundary we pass from a segment of convergence
[divergence] to a segment of divergence [convergence/ on passing
over these points. The character of these points is determined
except under special conditions. In section 4 we present Fourier
series as a combination of two special cases of seriesTUj, We
also show that a special case of series is a transform of
power series. In section 5 the convergence numbers for are
evaluated. Section 6 develops a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for the convergence of while section 7 deals with
the uniqueness of expansions in series TaKJ .

4I CHARACTER OP THE REGION OE CONVERGENCE.
Suppose that the aeries converges for a given value
x„ of x which is a non- exceptional value for We shall find
conditions on a value x
;
of x which are sufficient to insure that
converges for x«x, when x, is a non- exceptional value for
On account of the asymptotic character of g(x) there exists
an L such that for every n>L, g(x») is different from 0* Since
*y^(x) converges for x = xol there exists an A and an N, which we
take to be greater than L« such that for every n^N we have
/ ^
(<wxo)| < A.
If we multiply the (n+l)st term of IPi<c) toy g(nx, )/g(nx c )
,
n>N, we get the (n-f-l)st term of (x,). Hence
(4) |c„g(nx,) < A .
f('nXo)
Now let us examine the asymptotic character of g(nx,)/g(nxa )
with respect to n. We have
Therefore we get
y.(<nx,)
where S^(°0 denotes a series in non- negative integral powers
of 1/n with constant term <X - The exponent of e is more
conveniently written as
(6) 2a ;
t-
1

5
When k£m, k and m being defined by equations (3), it is
easy to see that for n sufficiently large, the dominating term of
the exponent of e in the asymptotic relation for g(nx, )/g(nx ) is
provided x, T x„ • If we take absolute values it is clear that
for n sufficiently large we have
provided that
R(/^ ) < )•
Substituting the value of /g(nx, ) / g(nxa )| from the in-
equality (7) ir. inequality (4) we see that the series T\Xi3
after the Nth term is dominated term by term by a series of
positive terms that is convergent. Hence H*) is convergent
for x» x, under the above restrictions* Prom the argument
above it follows not only that series Too converges but that
it converges absolutely for x * x, when R(^x^ )^ ^y^xf )•
By the same sort of reasoning we see that for the case
k 4. m, the series {y) is absolutely convergent for x = x,
when RCp^xT* 1 < R ( ^x'*"*) , provided OO is convergent for
x — x •
Hence we are led to the following theorem:
THE0R51I I. Let x
c
and x
/
be. two values of x which are
non- exceptional values for the series TTVo. if T (<) con-
verges for x* x then T^dO converges absolut ely for x a: x.
when
where R(z) signifies the real part of the complex quantity z*
•The symbol R(z) is U3ed to denote the real paet of z*

£6absolute convergence] for
the series *) we 3hall mean a region ^uch that:
1) The argument of every x in C lies in the interval (B-t &%) *
2) The series
<r
Y* i*) converges [converges absolutely^ for
every non- exceptional value of x in the interior of Cf
3) The series HP CK) diverges for every non- exceptional
value of x which i3 exterior to C and of which the argument lies
in the interval -
By means of the series
we see that we may have c*J-series which converge thruout the
entire plane; which converge in part of the plane only; and, which
diverge thruout the entire plane, respectively.
^re shall assume now that we are dealing with a series that
belongs neither to the first nor to the last of the above classes,
that is we have a series that is convergent in part of the plane
and divergent in other parts. Consider the real numbers HUorx^ )
for varying values of x which are non- exceptional values for*T*t*)
and divide them into two classes A and B. All non- exceptional
points x for which
c
1T^CtC) converges we shall consider as being
in class A» All non- exceptional points x for which 'V(X) dl.
verges we shall consider in class B. Prom theorem I it follows
that no B is less than any A. Thus we see that a A exists
such t^iat
eYy (K) converges £divergesj for every non- exceptional
point x such that R( crx*9 [r^ctx? ) > \l - Such a
number we 3hall call a convergence number for
c
Y^Cyc) . In
case the series converges /divergesJ thruout the finite plane
we shall conveniently call the convergence number CP

7If there is but one convergence number A then we shall call
it the convergence number, if there is more than one convergence
number A then for the convergence number we shall take the
least convergence number or in the case there is no least con-
vergence number A we shall take the greatest lower bound to
the convergence numbers. We shall at times refer to the con-
vergence number as the convergence number of the first order *
Thus we are led to the following theorem:
THEOREM II • There exists a unique real number X such that
the region of convergence of the s eries C X) is bounded by
the curve R(rx^ ) — X and lies in that part of the sector V
for which x satisfies the relation RCcTx^ X. If °f>CK)
is convergent ^divergent7 thruout the entire plane then X
becomes oo £- ooj
.
Choose x = x
f
where x
,
i3 some non- exceptional point with-
in the region of convergence of the series W*J « Then choose
some non- exceptional point x^in the region of convergence and
such that R(crx 2. ) > R(crx, )• Then from theorem I we see
that Ck) is absolutely convergent for x = x/ • Since x, was
any non- exceptional point within the region of convergence we
see that the series has the 3ame region of convergence and
absolute convergence*
If A is "the convergence number for then the
region of convergence is that part of the sector V bounded by
the curve R(<Tx^ )- X and lying on that side of the boundary
for which lUcrx'3 ) ^X. We wish to see what form this curve
may assume* We have ruled out the possibility of and o~~
being zero*
If the region of convergence is that part of the

8sector V bounded by the straight line R(<rx)-A and lying on that
side of the boundary for which R((Tx)<^A- The origin is or is
not a point on the boundary according as ^ is not or is negative.
In caseA^O the line R(<rx) = passes thru the origin*
If 13=2. the region of convergence i3 that part of the
sector V bounded by the curve R(<r x
2
* ) = A , which is tangent to
the circle about the origin of radius , and lying on
that side of the boundary for which R(rx a" )<A. The origin
is or is not apoint on the boundary of the region of convergence
according as A is not or is negative. In case A = the
hyperbola R(o"x*" ) =-A degenerates into two perpendicular lines
thru the origin.
In general the region of convergence is that part of the
sector V bounded by R(rx^ ) -A and lying on that side of the
boundaBy for which R(o- x '3 ) • The curve R(o~x^ ) —
consists of p branches, tangent to the circle about the origin
of radius
and at the points where the arguments of x are equal to
- 2_77j__ £ s 0,1,2,—,/3-i.
f3 z
3 1
The branches do not enter the circle described above and are
asymptotic to the rays
The origin is or is not a point on the boundary of the region
of convergence according as A is not or is negative. In case
A = d , R(crx^ ) = A degenerates into a pencil of lines thru
the origin*

II UNIFORM CONVERGENCE.
If we choose a closed domain D which lies entirely within
the region of convergence of ), and which contains no ex-
ceptional points or limit points of exceptional points, then we
see that a non- exceptional point x c exists such that
converges and RCcrx^3 ) Rttf'x/
3
) for every x lying in D«
Since <rf^ CM converges for x =i x , then there exists an
A and an N such that for every n Z. N we have
|c*,g(nx ) | < A.
If we multiply the (n ~M)st term, n > N, of T^Vx©) "by g(nx)/g(nx ),
where n is sufficiently large to insure us that g(nx<j) is differ-
ent from zero, we get the (n -f-l)st term of Cic), when x is
limited to the domain V* One 3ees that the asymptotic character
of g(nx)/g(nx- ) with respect to n is
—
—
-
r>^» jl c 3(t)
f
M J
When k > m, k and m toeing defined by equations (3), one sees that
for n sufficiently large, the dominating term of the exponent of
e is
yU n^log n (x^-Xo )
for x in the domain !)• (Here otoviously x ^ x *^
For n sufficiently large we have
1
for x in the domain D since x ) < R( A x 6 Bu<fc
|c.g(nx)| < A IJt^J;
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therefore, for x in the domain D, the series /* C*) is dominat-
ed term by term by a series which is eimt^dso^d^- convergent. Hence
the series ^Y^CkJ is uniformly convergent in the domain D when
k m.
It is shown in exactly the same way that is uni-
formly convergent in the domain T» when k < m* Hence we are led
to the following theorem:
THEOREM III* The 3 eri e3 Ck) converges uniformly in
every closed domain D which lies within the region of convergence
of f* ( *) and which contains no exceptional points or limit
points of exceptional points for the series °y° tx)
t
An immediate result of this theorem is:
The sum S(x) o_f the series <rY^(K) is_ analytic at every
non- exceptional point whi ch is in the interior of its region of
convergence and the derivatives of S(x) at every 3uch point may
be found by differentiating the series
CK, Ck) term by terni |
unles s the sector V reduces to a single ray.
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III CHARACTER AS TO CONVERGENCE OF POINTS ON THE BOUNDARY
OE THE REGION OP CONVERGENCE.
We found in a previous section that the region of convergence
was that part of the sector V bounded by the curve, whose equation
was of the form R(cr x )-h, and was on that side of the bound-
ary for which R(<rx^)
Let U3 now consider a point on the boundary of the region
of convergence, that is, a point for which R (o~Tt ) = A. That
such a point may be a point of absolute convergence, conditional
convergence, or of divergence is shown by the series
respectively, for the point 0« The series
have the axis of reals for the boundary of their regions of con-
vergence. The first series converges for every point on this
boundary while in the second case the series converges for no
point on this boundary.
Let us now consider the series
* JL
The boundary of the region of convergence is an equilateral
hyperbola with vertices at the points 1 and the region of
convergence is that part of the plane containing the origin.
Every point on the ^.eft branch of the hyperbola is a point of
convergence* Every point on the finite segment of the right
branch of the hyperbola cut off by the line perpendicular to
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the axis of reals thru the point 2, is a point of convergence;
every point on the infinite segments cut off by this line is a
point of divergence^ the points of intersection of this line with
the hyperbola are points of divergence*
Let x be a point of convergence for on the bound-
ary of the region of convergence and let x, be another non- ex-
ceptional point on the same boundary. We wish to know the con-
ditions under which the series Cx) converges and diverges
for x ~ x
(
.
In finding the conditions for convergence for we
made use of the relations (5) and (6). For the purpose of ex-
tending the analysis to cover points on the boundary we find it
convenient to divide the discussion into four cases, namely,
k>m, k ^ m, k = m-1, k < m-1.
CASE I* k > m. In section 2 we found that it was sufficient
to examine merely the real part of the dominating term of (6) when
we were finding a sufficient condition for convergence for
We find the condition for convergence on the boundary of the
region of convergence in a similar manner to that previously em-
ployed.
The dominating term of (6) is
(8) yU^n (x
;
log x
/
— x ^log x6 ),
when the real part of this term is different from zero, since
r|^(x^-x3 )} = for x, on the boundary of the region of con-
vergence. Following the line of argument previously used one
shows that if x is a point of convergence for T^Cx) then x,
is a point of absolute convergence for * J when

R(^ x, log x, ) < R(/^ * lo& x° ) •
By an argument similar to that employed in section 2 we may show
that a unique A/ exists such that CA) converges J[divergesJ
for every non- exceptional point x on the boundary of the region
of convergence for T(xl for which
(9) R(^x^log x) <\ [r(/^ x^ log x) >Xj.
We shall refer to X, as the opnver^ence number of the second ord er«
We now know the character of every non- exceptional point x
on the boundary of the region of convergence for except
at the points for which we have simultaneously
(10) R( A^ x^)^A g R(/^x^ log x) = Xr
Let x be a point of convergence for which (10) is satis-
fied. If all the values of x for which (10) is satisfied are
points of divergence then we will have no such x ft . If one of
the paints is a point of convergence call it xD » We then wish
to find a sufficient condition upon x, to insure its being a
point of convergence. In this situation the real part of (8)
is equal to zero, and hence (8) is not the dominating part of (6)
By an argument similar to that already employed we can show that
a unique number X^ exists such that for x, satisfying equations
(10)
,
(x) becomes convergent (divergent] when
(11) £ Rj^_,x*-') >XJ.
We 3hall call X x the convergence number of the third order.
In order to find the points of intersection of the curves
in equations (10) it is convenient to change to polar coordinates
(
To do this we let
yU. — a e and x
f>
e
where a and b are constants, and ^> and are variables. Mak-
ing this transformation on equations (10) we get
ap* cos(b t k-4-) = > ,
(12) i r n .
up [log cos (b + lL-6- ) - sin(b -fk -£-)]- A, -
Eliminating jo between these two equations we get
where A is a constant and equal to /\log^
-A log a - kA r
If we graph the various terms of fi-^^ separately and combine
them together for the graph of
jf~
it i* easy to see that after
becomes sufficiently large we have an infinite series of in-
tervals, determined by the graph of log cos (b + k-0-) in which
each will have one and only one solution of ^-W~0. In each
of these intervals, tha.t is the interval for which cos (b -/-k-£~)
is positive, we see from the graph that the curve is single val-
ued and continuous. Differentiating we get
If pte) 1133 multiple roots then ^ 7i0-J-0 for these values of
But the only root jL*(4)m has is -&-0. This can be a root of
/(&) = only when log
f>
-A//A- Thus we see that ~
has an infinitude of roots , all of which
,
excepting possibly # -
are simple. If -Q- ~ O is a root of jL(-fr)-0 then it is a
double root.
If we relation (9) to polar coordinates we find that Too
If
on the boundary of the region of convergence is convergent [jii-
vergentj when
af^logf cos(bfk-d-) - -0-8in(b-f k -£-) ^-A £>^L
respectively. Solving the first equation (12) with this we get
A- A log cos(b -f-k#) - Ak^tan(b-/-k£-) ^.oj>0].
The values of x on the boundary of the region of convergence for
which the inequality holds are values of convergence [divergencej
The values of x for which j-(&)=° are values to be examined by
means of (11) • This will give us the ch&racter of all the points
of intersection except those particular ones for which we have
simultaneously relations (10) and
(13) R(A-/ ] =
Such points may not exist for we are imposing three conditions
upon two unknowns, namely P and If equations (10) and (13)
are satisfied then CM converges /diverges! if
R(/^x*""'log x) x^log x) >A^
;
+ 0,
R^_
(
x^'log x
.
x.
1
'' KA3 fR(/^ los x
^°i-/ x
^ )7
^1
k*=m + l,
where A 3 and A3 are uniquely determined as were and X^*
This method of proceedure can be extended as far as necessary, or
until all the^/< 'a and o(/) are used up, for any particular point
under observation*
We found in an earlier section that the boundary of the
region of convergence a3ide from the rays "Gj and -fr^ was a
curve which had a number of branches dependent upon k, each of
which were asymptotic to two rays from to co and which were
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single valued for
f>
in terms of Let us confine our at-
tention to one of these branches. prom the first equation of
(12) it is clear that cos(b+k^-) is not equal to zero. If we
now confine attention to any interval which has this property,
since each term of is finite, continuous and single valued
in this interval for which cos(b + k ^) is not zero, ^~ ty) is
single valued and continuous. Since the zeros of — [»
^
are simple we see that we cannot change from a negative to a
positive value of an<i vice vers&without passing thru one
of these zeros.
Consider a segment of the boundary of the region of con-
vergence, bounded by the values of x whose arguments are two
successive zeros of /GW a. O. If a non- exceptional point on
this segment is a point of convergence ^divergence], then every
non - exceptional point on this segment is a point of convergence
[^divergence] , and we shall call the segment a segment of con-
vergence [^divergence J. If X=o the boundary of the region
of convergence i3 broken up into an infinite [a. finite] number
of segments which are alternately segments of convergence and
divergence when ^Jl-A/=Ql«
Thus we have the following theorem:
THB0R5M IV. If k>m, the boundary of the region of con-
vergence for TV*) is. £f*£j?- UJ? segments (infinite in number
unless \^X,~0) which are 3 eparat
e
d by the points at which e-
quations (10) are satisfied. If no solution of (10) has arg tl^O
then the s
e
gments determined above are alternately segments of
convergence and of divergence. If a value of_ x satisfies
<
e-
quations (10) and arg x =.0, then this point x s eparat es two
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segments of convergence or of divergence* All other solutions
of (10) s eparat e 3 egments of convergence from s^egffients. of di-
vergence * The solutions of (10) are points of conv^erg^enc^e [^di-
vergence] if relation (11) i£ satisfied*
CASE II. k=-m* If x„ and x, are non- exceptional points
on the boundary of the region of convergence and if x is a point
of convergence for (x) then by an argument similar to that used
in Case I we see that x, is a point of absolute convergence for
C*) when
L l , l
R(/^ x, log x
/
+ ) < R(/^x^log x -/-°^x )•
As before it can be shown that a unique number A, exists such
that the series T^CX) is convergent [divergent7 for x when x
satisfies the relation
R(/^ x*logx + «^ x^ t-Kkifkfa x^log x #4AX"1> AjJ-
The points at which we have simultaneously
(14) R(y^x A ) ^ A, logxf^ x A ) - X/
are points which are undetermined in character. It can be shown
by the method employed in Case I that these points are points of
convergence [divergence] when
(15) %W ) * hi [R(^ x^7 ) > \J
where A^ is a uniquely determined constant* In order to find
the points of intersection of the curves in equations (14) it
is convenient to change to polar coordinates, by making the
substitution^^ a e < and x= f> e . If we

then eliminate ^ between the two resulting equations we get
where A, is a constant and equal to
As in Case I we 3ee from the graph of 4-
t
[&) that there
is an infinite number of values of for which j£f (&)-0, Diffec-
entiating (&) with respect to -0" we get
Therefore ° can nave a multiple root only when
-0-=^sin(b
-/3)
is a root of £ t (+)-=-o % In this case -^.sin(b -/3) is a
double root.
As before we see that the boundary of the region of con-
vergence, when sin(b -/3 ) is not a root of J.t i^^OJ
is divided up into an infinite number of segments which are
alternately segments of convergence and of divergence, and are
separated by points as yet undetermined in character as to con-
vergence. If sin(b is a root of ^,(&)-0 then
this point is between two segments of convergence or of di-
vergence, while all other segments have the previously named
property.
These undetermined points are determined by relation (15)
except when we have simultaneously equations (14) and

In this case the character of the points are determined by
where A3 is a uniquely determined constant* If the upper flow erj
inequality sign is used for x = x, then converges [diverges)
for x— x ^
.
This method of determining the character as to convergence
of points on the boundary of the region of convergence can obvi-
ously be extended until the coefficients of the x's in relation
(2) are all used up. If A- / the boundary of the region of
convergence is broken up into an infinite £a finit§ number of
alternating segments of convergence and divergence when 0,
Or= oj.
Thus we have the following theorem:
THEOREM V. If k = m , the boundary of the r
e
gi on of con-
vergence for ^7° AiL niade up of segments ( infinite in number
unles s X=X,~ O ) whi ch are sjyaarjit^ed by the points at which e-
quations (14) are satisfied* If no solution of (14) satisfies
the relation
(16)
then the segments determined above are alternately s egments of
convergence and of divergence * If a value of x satisfies e-
quations (14) and (16) then this, point x s eparat es two segments
of convergence or of divergence * All other solutions of (14)
s eparat e segments of convergence from 3 egments of divergence .
The solutions of (14) are points of convergence divergence
if relation (15) is satisfied*

CASE III. kam •la As in Case I we can show that a uniqu
number A/ exists such that C x? converges ^divergesJ for
every non- exceptional point x on the boundary of the region of
convergence for K) for which
We can also 3how by our previous argument that all the points on
the boundary of the region of convergence are classified by the
last statement above, except those for which
(17) R(^
f(
X^')=A, B^»*>-A,.
The points at which equations (17) are satisfied are points of
convergence {divergence] for the series HP (jO when
(18) R(cX^ x^xhog x)<Az j^RU^xi/^x^log x)> ^J]
whereas a uniquely determined constant.
/ji-
lt we change to polar coordinates by making = a e
,
o{^^o(j^^
)
x^joe 6 ^" and substitute in (17) then we get on
eliminating p between the two resulting equations,
Hence
The solutions of JjC&)^- O are again aimple except when
sin(b -/3-«tf-)=0 is a' solution. The value of #» for which
this is true is a double root of As before j!l_(&)-0
has an infinite number of solutions but in this case jf-^P) is a

periodic function of period 2 if and hence all the distinct roots
can be got by considering 4- such that Q^-G-^k But /»r*-J — O
cannot have an infinite number of solutions in such a range for
all of its singularities are poles . If an infinite number of
solutions existed in this range then jf%(
&) would have an es-
sential singularity*
Hence the boundary of the region of convergence when
sin(b -/3 }' is not a solution of ^-t,^)~o is divided into a
finite number of segments which are alternately segments of
convergence and of divergence separated by an undetermined point.
If sintb -y9--^)= furnishes a solution of j.J&)-0 then the
two adjacent segments determined by this value of #~ (there can
be no more than one such value) are of the same character, both
being segments of convergence or of divergence, while all the
other segments have the same property as stated before. If
^ =- 0, the boundary of the region of convergence is divided
into a finite number of segments which are alternately segments
of convergence and of divergence.
Thus we are led to the following theorem:
THKJKFM VI. If k«m - 1, the boundary of the region of
convergence for (%) is_ made up_ of a finite number of s^egments
which are s eparat ed by points at which equations (17) are satis-
fied . If no solution of (17) satisfies either
(19) arg x = argo^^ - arg^ or arg x=argcj^ - arS/<£ + Tf
then the segments determined above are alt ernat ely segments of
convergence and of divergence . If a value of x satisfi es either
of the equat i ons (19) and also equations (17) then this value Of
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3 eparart es two 3 events of convergence or of divergence * All
other solutions of (17) 3 eparat e 3 egments of convergence from
segments of divergence * The solutions of (17) are points of
convergence fdiver,gence7 if relation (18) is_ satisfied *
CASE IV. k<m - 1* The argument here is precisely like
that in Case III* A uni que A, exists such that con-
verges [divergesJ for every non- exceptional point x on the
boundary of the region of convergence for for which
Points for which we have simultaneously
(20) Rtoc^)- X, R^x^'VA,
are undetermined* The3e points are points of convergence Z4i-
vergencej for HP CiO if
R(^ x^ ) < ) > A *J when k « m - 2,
Ul
Ri^./'1)^, £ R(*„_jc^)>\J when k * m - 2,
where A^and Ax are uniquely determined constants •
As in the previous cases we change the equations in (20)
to polar coordinates and eliminate the p . We make the sub-
stitution x= f e
L
,
©C^a a e and _ °< 4. ' - After p has
been eliminated from the two equations we have
Hence
Again the boundary is divided up into a finite number of
X
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alternating segments of convergence and of divergence^ separated
property. All other segments have the former property. If
^3. 0, the boundary of the region of convergence is separated
into a finite number of alternating segments of convergence and
of divergence.
Hence we are led to the following theorem:
THEOREM VII. If k < m - 1, the boundary of the region of
convergence for
<r
YZfU is_ made up of a finite number of segments
which are s eparat ed by the points at which equations (20) are
satisfied . If no solution of (20) satisfies either of the
following two equations >
(22) arg x = arg**. - arg ol or arg x=* arg< - arg af + if
then the s egments determined above are alternately s egments of
convergence and of divergence . If a value of x satisfies e-
quations (_2Q) and either of equations (22) fa en this point x
3 eparat es two segments of convergence or of divergence . All
other solutions of equations (20) 3 eparat e segments of convergence
from segments of divergence . The solutions of equations (20)
are points of convergence ["divergence} if relation (21) is_ satis-
fied.
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IV. SPECIAL CASES OF HP- SERIES.
x x
If we let g(x)s e and make the substitution z» e we see
that a special ca.se of the eries (3) is an immediate trans-
form of power series.
Let us consider the special case of series in
which g(x) *- e tx . The series may then be written in the form
(23) ^- (A^ - iB^ )e" * , i *
where A^ - iB.H = c^1 ^ A^ and B^, being real. It is evident that
we may take -&,-0 and a*. Then a number A^-o? *L A ^ f-oo
exists such that (23) converges Ldiverges] if R(ix) [R(ix)>/^.
Thus the region of convergence of (23) is bounded by a line r
parallel to the axi3 of reals in the x - plane and lies above
this line. If we write x ~ u iv, where u and v are real,
then the line r has the equation v^=—\ and the interior of the
region of convergence is defined by the relation v> —A.
With (23) let us associate the series
(24) (A^f iB^e"^'* i ^ v/^T",
this being obviously a series depending on the defining
function g(x) s e"" . The convergence number /\ is the
same for series (23) and (24), but the equation of the line of
convergence is now v^ \ and the region of convergence lies
b^low thi3 line.
In case S ^ ° the regions of convergence of series (23)
and (24) overlap. The common part of these two regions i3 a
region in which converges the series obtained by taking half
the sum of (23) and (24) term by term. Thi3 half sum may
be written in the form of a Fourier series:

<x> 25
(A^cos nx4 sin nx)
-*t -3.0
For the limiting case in which A —o and series (23) and
(24) converge on the real axis (now the "boundary of convergence
of each series) we have a Fourier series converging only for
real values of x«

V. EVALUATION 05 THE CONVERGENCE NUMBERS.
In determining the value of the convergence and absolute
convergence numbers it will be convenient to divide the dis-
cussion into two parts, namely, when m and when k<- m*
If k m we find it helpful to introduce a certain general
ized Dirichlet series
(25) D(x) * j>_ c^ e * *
We wish to show that in the sector V > K) and D(x) have the
same boundary of the region of convergence* To prove this we
shall establish the following two statements:
1) If IPC*) converges for every non- exceptional point
in a region R, of the sector V, then D(x) converges for every
value of x in the interior of R,*
2) If D(x) converges in a region R^ then con-
verges for every non- exceptional value of x in the interior of
R^.
In proving these statements we shall employ the following
lemma:
LEMMA* Let u, + u^ t u 3 -f • • • • • • be a convergent series
and let v,
,
v^
,
v3 , • • • • • be an infinite sequence of numbers
such that the series
is convergent * Then the series
+ u^-h u3v3 +
is convergent *
•See Encyclopedic des Sciences Mathfematiques Tome I
vol* 1, pp243 - 244*

Let x, be a point in the interior of R, - We wish to 3how
that it is a point of convergence for D(x)« Choose x c as a non-
exceptional point 3uch that R(yt^x, ) <C R(/^ x^ ) <C A. We
shall let u^ c^ g(nx ) . Hence the series u, + u a+ Uj f- • • • • •
is a convergent series. Let
JL
Hence
(26) - v^, X^^^4 ex*-*/)* S_(|)a
But (26) shows that /v^ - v^,/ are the terms of a converging
series and hence D(x) is convergent for every value of x in the
interior of R,
•
In a similar way we can show that in the sector V, Va)
has at least as large a region of convergence as has D(xh
Hence we are let to the following theorem:
THEOREM VIII. When m the series "7° (K) and the
generalized Dirichlet series D(x) have in the sector V the sage
boundary of the region of convergence . (The two series need not
have the same points of convergence.)
Por the case k<m we find it convenient to use the general-
ized Dirichlet series
(27) D(x) = IE c- ± m
n
*
•
Using the same sort of argument as before and making use
of the lemma quoted we are able to establish statements 1) and
2) for this case*
Hence we have the following theorem:
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THEOREM IX. When k < m the aeries T' <*) and the
generalized Dirichlet aeries D(x) have in the sector V the same
boundary of the region of convergence * (The two series need not
have the same points of convergence*
)
Hence we need to merely determine the region of convergence
for D(x) [d(x)] in order to have the region of convergence for
*y (x ) when m [k< mj .
k
In equation (25) replace X by a new variable t* Them
we get
(28) D(x) = D, (t) o„ e y
In order to get the region of convergence of D,(t) Are make use
of the following theorem due to Kojima*.
Let A denote the abscissa of convergence of the Dirichlet
series
(29) b^ e-
X^ t
where A
,
X a < A 3< and approaches infinity as n in-
creases indefinitely* Then for the value of A we have
A- i r- 1
where i denotes a continuously increasing variable and JE^^/
stands for the sum of all /3/ whose suffix satisfies the relation
til 4 A/ < !
denoting the greatest integer not greater than t. (If no
suffix l/ satisfies this relation then SLl^^has the value
zero.
)
Now (28) is a special case of (29 where the variable is t
•Tohoku Math, Journal, vol. 6(1914) i 134-139.
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instead of x. The convergence abscissa of (28) is therefore
A - $~oo J
Replacing t by its value in terms of x one gets for the con-
vergence number
In a similar way we show that
This value of \ is also the absolute convergence number for
T^CXJ since the region of convergence and of absolute convergence
are the same*
We now wish to determine the value of A ( which is the
convergence number of the second order, as defined in section 3.
Again it is found convenient to use a generalized Dirichlet series
for obtaining the result. We shall divide the discussion into
four cases, namely, k> m, k =. m, k =. m - 1, k <. m - 1«
CASE I. K>M. Consider the series
d(x) =iLc i**"*** *** +/*k ^
A
*
Aj
<v
tor the point x, where x, is a point on the boundary jf the
region of convergence for *Y\>y. We wish to know under what
conditions x
;
becomes a point of convergence for D(x) . Choose
x„ , a non- exceptional point on the boundary of the region of
convergence for , such that it will be a point of con-
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vergence and will toe =*o situated that x, log x,)<R(^ x Q logx)
<C A/. This can toe done when x, ia taken as a point interior to
one of the segments of convergence for '"Poo. Let u^^ c^ g(nx«>)
Let
V
on
Hence
Thus we see that u^, and /v_ - ar © the terms of converging
series. If we employ the lemma previously used we see that D(x)
is convergent for all points interior to the segments of con-
vergence for
In a similar way we can show that on the "boundary of the
region of convergence for T*C*) the series has the same
segments of convergence as has £(x)« We therefore consider the
series B(x) in finding the value of the convergence numtoer3 X (
of the second order. Prom the definition of D(x) we see that
/D(x)| —^ p„\ e e
where R(/^ x ^ log x) = t.
From this it follows readily that
f
CASE II. k-nu In a similar way we see that
CASE III. k =s= m - 1* Here we have
V= oo
CASE IV • k < m - !• Here
It is clear that this proceedure can he extended to the
case of determining the convergence numbers Ax, A3 » • . « • J
of the third, fourth, • • • • — y order respectively.
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VI, J;1JLI JlooAXVl 4UN1J ouJxiti JIM J. l/UJNJJl X 1U1N 1 .MAX f \ /
OOivliJU UWJW V JB'„
iicb i v *j DC d. 9crico wlub e convergence nuir.Der is nou — ou •
Then it is true that when k ^ m we have
From this it follows readily that a constant r . exists such th
#
at
log \*A < r i l/^logi/ j l/^2.
-
Then we see that a constant r exists such that
lb IS Clear 1 1 ©Iii bile Way bile la?t lllcqUall v/a3 ucriycu Tillab 4 f11
8 babes a nec csBaiy tunai uiun iwi ovxiv ex gexxce i ox i v vsne
<» 1 « *« a oca T VlA 4" H f If./] ft fit "i ci "p i pa 4* Vi a aViOtr o i in a filial 4. Tlv f V) »nCiln W a C CO l* lit* V a X 1 1 OC*l/As>l i CO u X1C ClUvV B X IXC t±UCWl A V ,y j XJ Cil Is IXC
limit
Q
wnere r is a. xiniwe cvixsb&xiv* x iux \* is uo s<a.y, ine necessary
:
- v , * . /- aa a u t*w - a y-i ^ cin4^*r*4/^4 oin4* f»f\vif'4 4 4*4Al y» 4*Viq4* 4" Vi a a £»v» H ao. F I T\ Jone lice e89<iry <xii<x suiixciciiw tunux ixun uzizxXi i»ne sei ico • v J
shall converge in some finite region in the sector V is that there
exists an r such that
\c
v l
< V , j/e 2
where r is a constant.
Similarly when k ^ m, we have
M^^f x<r^ /<V/ V
From this it follows that a constant r, exists such that
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Z^/ayl < V~ £ I.
Thence, a constant r exists such that
This is clearly a necessary and sufficient condition for 'Too
to be convergent. Making use of this inequality we see that
where r is a constant. Hence this same condition is sufficient
to insure convergence for
We are thus led to the following theorem;
THTORJiC X. A necessary and sufficient co nd it ion_ that
jshe series f Y/y shall converge for every non- except i rial
value of x in the part of the plane for which,* satisfies a
relation of the form R(cr x^
3
) < A is_ that there exists an
r such that
jc^K V ^ Z when ^
(c ^ / < je ^ ,1/^1 when A
Let g(x)=^e*, then H^O^J becomes the power series
where z-=e*. The necessary and sufficient condition that the
power series be convergent for some non-zero value of z is,
according to the above theorem that |c^| ^ that is
JU*-~. a^sf? ^f7Z I
nA=oo Y ' *•!
shall be finite. Thus a classic theorem for power series is a
special case of our theorem 7.

VII. UNIQUENESS OF EXPANSIONS IN SERIES T'CXJ.
In order that the series shall afford a desirable
menas of investigating the properties of functions which are ex-
pansible in terms of these series, it is necessary that a given
function have not iiore than one expansion of the form T"
1 CO
for a fixed g(x)«
Subclasses of the series T^O^ will be exhibited in which
the uniqueness expansion theorem is valid in such a way that no
function has more than one expansion in a series ) for a
given function g(x) of the type thru which these subclasses arise*
We have seen that the point x is in the interior of the
region of convergence when R( <J~ x^ )<. }\ where y\ is an ap-
propriately determined constant* If the region of convergence
bounded by the curve B-io^x.^ ) = h is that part of the plane which
does not contain the origin, then if x is a point on a ray which
cuts the boundary of convergence, we see that only a finite
number of the points x, &x, 3x,«*.«« (x different from zero)
fail to lie within the region of convergence of the series.
If x is not on such a ray then all the points x, 2x, 3x,**»««
lie without the region of convergence* If the region of con-
vergence is that part of the plane bounded by R(<rx^) =A
and includes the origin, then if x is a point on a ray that does
not cut the boundary of the region of convergence, we see that
every point x, 2x, 3x, ••••• lies within the region of convergence
If the ray cuts the region of convergence then an infinite number
of the points x, 2x y3x,»..«. fail to lie within the region of
convergence. It is also true that g(nx) approaches zero as
n increases indefinitely , provided we have R(<T negative.
(
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Our attention is naturally drawn to those values of x for which
we have all cut a finite number of the points x, 2x, 3x, ..«••
lying within the region of convergence.
We find it convenient to make use of the function
h(x) = x e - e 9
where P(x) and Q(x) have the same meaning as heretofore* (See
relations (3).) Since we are concerned with the values of x
in the sector V for which R( a~" x
Z
3
) ^- A , we shall choose a ray
which ultimately remains within the region of convergence for
T^CK) as x approaches infinity. For x sufficiently large we
see that |h(x)| constantly decreases as x increases whenever
R( O" c <. O j where <fi is the argument of the chosen ray
and is a constant. Furthermore we see that |h(x)| approaches
the limit zero as x approaches infinity along the ray = $j
R( <r- • CP $ )^ O.
Now let us suppose that a given function f (x) has the ex-
pansions
f(x)-c +S c^g(xh)=" d 6 d^g(xn).
both expansions being valid for R( <j" x/3 ) < A
^
and x An the
ray such that ^ , where A is an appropriately determined
constant. We wish to show that c^d^n^O, 1, 2 , • • • • • .
In order to do this it is sufficient to show that if
(30) O(nx) =
'•1
is valid for every non- exceptional value of x for which R(Cx/5 ) <h
then C.-°> n a 0, 1 # 2 From the asymptotic character
of g(x) and the relation between g(x) and / h(x)| we see that
<)
c
I
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where M 6 is an appropriately determined constant, and where x
is limited to the ray ~0~ ~
<f>
in the sector V for which
)< 0. One sees thfct the convergence number of the
last member of the above inequality is the same as the convergence
number of the series Y -f- g(x) = 0. We shall show
that the sum of this series is bounded as x increases along the
previously chosen ray. This sum may be written in the form
^ |/| UUx ) h(3x) .... hCnx) I21 |M|hTx7 FTSxT h(n - 1 x)J<
When x is sufficiently large each of the ratios | h(ix) / h(i^l x)| ,
i =. 2, 3, 4, ••««•, decreases as x increases. As x approaches
infinity along the chosen ray, the ratio [h(ix) / h(i^l x)/
approaches 0. Hence the sum of the series does not increase in-
definitely as x increases • Therefore we have the relation
\*4 <.¥ |h(x) I
where Uc is a constant. Prom this inequality it is clear that
f — 0, for if x is permitted to increase indefinitely along the
ray whose points ultimately lie within the region of convergence,
then the right side of th> inequality can be made smaller than
any preassigned quantity.
Now that i equation (30) becomes
2 <,g(nx) =• 0.
In a similar manner as before we see that

1£
i
being an appropriately determined constant. The series in
the last member of this inequality may be written in the form
V i r ilblad. hUx) hjjx) 1
^fTT
1
*\biZx) htS) h(n-^TT x) | ;
but each of the ratios jh(ix) / h(i^l x)| decreases as x increases
along the ray -& —
<f>
when R( <r-* AP^ )<.0, and when x is suf-
ficiently large. Hence the series does not increase indefinitely
as x increases. Therefore we haye
r,|<M,||
x]
where M, is a constant. Letting x increase indefinitely we
see that ^\ = since |h(£x) / h(x)| is a decreasing function in
x which can be made smaller than any preassigned quantity for x
sufficiently large. Likewise we have in order
0, n =. 2, 3, 4,
Thus we are led to the following theorem:
TKBOREM XI. Let # =
<f>
be a rax such that R( c~ e *P * ) <0.
Then for the given function g(x) a given function f (x) has npt
more than one expansion in a series TT\?<) whose region of con-
vergence contains all but a finite portion of the ray Q~ — $ -
In case a given function f(x) has an expansion of the form
go
1 (x) C<) -A-S g(xVl)
valid along a ray which ultimately lies within the
region of convergence and ^ i3 a constant such that R(cr"
e
l/
3
^)<0
then the coefficients c ,c
( ,
cx , •••••« may readily be de-
termined. By means of the argument thru which the above theorem
was established it is easy to see that we have the following

values for c 9 , c ; , c t , •
c „ ^ fo-C, f C«)
c =
-
Co ~ c
' am c *-> ~' x)
where the approach to infinity is taken along the ray -Q~
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